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Abstract— This paper considers wireless broadcast systems
with multi-antenna base stations. Precoding at the transmitter
reduces interference between users allowing independent data
streams to be sent to multiple users simultaneously. With typically
more users than transmit antennas, efficient selection of user
subsets is important. The paper compares the effectiveness of
several user selection algorithms and identifies situations where
they are suboptimal. The impact of zero-forcing (ZF) and dirty
paper coding (DPC) precoding are considered. A modification to
two current algorithms is proposed that reduces computational
time while retaining effectiveness. Simulation is used to assess
the modifications and suggest methods of setting parameters. The
paper examines the variability of allocated data rates and shows
how it affects the performance of weighted alpha rule schedulers,
which trade-off efficiency with fairness. It is shown that reducing
the variability of allocated rates can have a significant reduction
on mean scheduler queue sizes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple antenna wireless communications has proved to be
a promising technology for high speed, high data rate reliable
communication among people and devices. A typical multiple
input multiple output (MIMO) practical cellular system can
be realized by deploying multiple antennas at the base station
(BS) and user terminals. It is well known that the capacity
of a point-to-point system increases approximately linearly
with the minimum number of the antennas at the transmitter
and receiver sides [12]. This is made possible because signals
from multiple receive antennas can be combined to provide
multiplexing gain, and also increase diversity gain. In a
multiuser broadcast environment it is not possible to combine
signals received by different users. Each user processes only
the signals it receives. However, it is possible to transmit to
multiple users simultaneously by using techniques such as
Zero Forcing (ZF) and Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) to precode
signals before transmission to reduce interference between
user signals and allow users to separate out their signals

In practice, there are more users than the number of
antennas at the BS. The BS must then select a subset of
users to transmit to in such a way that the system is both
efficient and that user quality of service needs are met. This
is achieved by combining the scheduling and user selection
functions in the BS. By selecting users with good channels,
the scheduler can achieve multi-user diversity gain, whereby

total system throughput increases with the number of users.
Traditionally schedulers, such as the maximum rate, propor-
tional fair, weighted alpha rule and max-min schedulers (see
e.g. [8]), select only one possible user to transmit to at a time.
With simultaneous transmission possible to multiple users in
a multi-antenna BS, these schedulers have had to adapt to
selecting multiple users at a time.

The optimal choice of users can be found by using an ex-
haustive search but due to the impractically long search times
involved, the development of fast suboptimal search algorithms
has been of current research interest. These algorithms have
polynomial execution times and usually operate iteratively to
add one user at a time to a current set of selected users.

The choice of which user subset selection and scheduling
algorithm to use depends on which precoding algorithm is
used. Some user selection algorithms work better with one
type of precoding than another. The type of precoding and
user selection algorithm also impact on the total throughput
possible and other quality of service measures obtained by
users, for example, delay and fairness. This paper examines
the limitations of some current user selection algorithms. In
particular:
SU ORTH: The orthogonal projection algorithm of Seong and
Yoo [9], also called the “Greedy ZF-DP” algorithm by Tu and
Blum [13], (see also Dimic and Sidiropoulos [3]).
SU SEMI(β): The Semiorthogonal User Selection (SUS)
group algorithm developed by Yoo and Goldsmith [15].
SU ZF: The “ZF with Selection” algorithm of Dimic and
Sidiropoulos [3].

The paper compares the performance of these algorithms
and examines situations where they are being suboptimal.
It proposes a modification to the SU ORTH and SU ZF
algorithms that reduce the computation time of the algorithm
while still retaining a high degree of effectiveness. The essence
of the modifications is based on the observation that most users
selected for transmission in a transmission block have fairly
high power channels. The modification proposed reduces the
search space by doing an initial cull of the users to eliminate
low power users. Only a fixed number of users is considered –
the ones with the NI highest power levels. The paper compares
the modified algorithms with the existing algorithms and finds
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that they perform favourably. Simulation tests are used to
determine suitable values for NI . The paper also examines the
variability of allocated data rates for the different algorithms
as this was found to have a significant impact on queue sizes
in schedulers. The paper examines how the user selection
algorithm affects the performance of a weighted alpha rule
scheduler and includes simulation studies that measure the
fairness and queue sizes in the scheduler. In the rest of the
paper Section II examines related work on precoding, user
selection and scheduling, Section III introduces the system
model, Section IV discusses ZF and DPC precoding, Section
V presents the different user selection algorithms, Section VI
presents the simulation results for user selection algorithms,
Section VII examines the weighted alpha rule scheduler,
Section VIII presents the scheduler simulation results and
Section IX is the Conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

The capacity region of wireless broadcast channels is dis-
cussed in [4] and the sum-rate capacity of DPC is examined in
[5]. Fundamental bounds on DPC capacity are derived by [1].
The paper assumes that the channel state is fully known at the
transmitter and that each user has only one receive antenna.
Shen et. al [11] consider multiple receive antennas and use
block diagonalisation in a user selection algorithm using the
Frobenius norm to deal with incomplete channel state informa-
tion. For simplicity, the paper assumes equal power allocation.
A user selection algorithm employing iterative water-filling
is given by [14]. Proportional fair algorithms are examined
by [8], [9], Schedulers that take into consideration queue
state include the LWDF (Largest Weighted Delay First), M-
LWDF modified LWDF) schedulers, EXP (exponential rule)
and queue aware schedulers [6], [10], [9].

III. SYSTEM MODEL

This paper considers a standard MIMO broadcast channel
with an array of Nt transmit antennas at the BS and a set of
Nu users, S = {1, · · · , Nu}, with each user equipped with Nr

receive antennas. A block stationary channel is assumed. Each
transmission slot corresponds to the transmission of a symbol
with transmission slots grouped into blocks. The channel
matrix varies randomly from block to block but during a block
the channel remains constant and each block is long enough
to ensure that theoretical capacity limits are reached. Each
block is independent and the sequence of channel matrices
forms stationary sequence. It is also assumed that transmission
occurs in a frequency flat-fading propagation environment and
that the BS has perfect knowledge of the downlink channel,
for example, by the users sending channel state information
over a feedback channel.

During each block the BS selects a set of K users to send
data to, where the number and identity of users may vary from
block to block. The received signal vector of the kth user at
time slot t in a block can be written as

yk(t) = Hkx(t) + nk(t) k = 1, · · · , K , (1)

where yk(t) ∈ CNr×1 is the received signal vector, Hk ∈
CNr×Nt characterizes the channel gains between the transmit
and receive antennas, xk(t) ∈ CNt×1 is the transmitted signal
vector and nk(t) ∈ CNr×1 is the additive white Gaussian
noise at the kth receiver. Denote by y(t), H, x(t) the stacked
matrices

y(t) =




y1(t)
...

yK(t)


 , H =




H1

...
HK


 , x(t) =




x1(t)
...

xK(t)


 ,

with n(t) defined similarly. It is assumed that the components
of the block channel matrices H and the noise vectors n k(t)
are circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables
with zero mean and normalised to have unit variance.

The ergodic capacity of the overall system, y(t) = Hx(t)+
n(t), is given by [7]

C = E log2

{
det

(
I + HΣxH∗

)}
bits/s/Hz, (2)

where E is the block expectation operator, H∗ denotes the
complex conjugate transpose of H (Hermitian transpose), Σ x

is the correlation matrix of the transmitted signal vector x.

IV. PRECODING

Precoding the signal at the transmitter before transmission
reduces the interference for other users. The two main types
of precoding considered in this paper are ZF and DPC.

A. Zero Forcing

Zero forcing (ZF) is a linear precoding technique that inverts
the channel so that signals are only sent to intended receivers,
with nulls sent in the direction of other users. The precoding

matrix, WZF can be calculated as WZF,i = H†
i/

√
‖ H†

i ‖2

F

where H† is the Moore-Penrose inverse (pseudo-inverse) of
H and H†

i is the ith column of H† [7]. ZF pre-filtering
can become power inefficient when users are not separated
sufficiently in orthogonal subspaces.

B. Dirty Paper Coding

DPC is a non-linear precoding technique. The application
of DPC to MIMO is described by [1]. It uses the idea that if a
signal y is received where y = x + s + n, x is the information
signal sent, n is noise and s is an interfering signal known to
the transmitter then by using the DPC approach of Costa [2],
the interfering signal s can be pre-subtracted at the transmitter
so that the received signal is interference-free and the only
noise term is n. DPC does this in a power efficient manner
without losing channel capacity. Write the channel equations
as (suppressing the argument t)

yk = Hkkxk +
∑
j<k

Hkjxj +
∑
j>k

Hkjxj + nk . (3)

Assume users are encoded in order 1, · · · , K . By treating the
signal components from users j < k as interfering signal
known at the transmitter, that can be presubtracted, the noise
received at the receiver is due to n and the signal components
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for users j > k. The rate vector r = (r1, · · · , rK) that can be
achieved is given by [4] (assuming nk has unit variance):

rk = log2

det[I + Hk(
∑

j≥k Σj)HH
k ]

det[I + Hk(
∑

j>k Σj)HH
k ]

, (4)

where Σ = {Σ1, · · · ,ΣK} = {E(x1x∗
1), · · · , E(xKx∗K)}

denote the set of input covariance matrices.
DPC beam forming (DPC-BF) uses linear precoding to

eliminate the signal components due to users j > k . Using
QR decomposition, the channel matrix H is decomposed into
a K × K unitary matrix, Q, and a K × Nt lower triangular
matrix, R, such that H = RQ. The matrix Q∗ is then used
to precode the signal at the transmitter. The received signal is
y = HQ∗x + n = RQQ∗x + n = Rx + n, giving

yk = Rk,kxk +
∑
j<k

Rk,jxj + nk , k = 1, · · · , K . (5)

The interference due to users j > k has been nulled, and
DPC coding can be used to eliminate the interference caused
by users j < k. The vector of capacity rates can be obtained
by letting H = R in Eq. (4) giving the rate to user k as

rk = log2 det[I + RkΣkR∗
k] . (6)

The order in which users are encoded is important. Let π(.)
denote a permutation of the user indices so that user π(1) is
encoded first, followed by user π(2), and so on. Then, the
indices 1, · · · , K in Eqs. (4), (5) and (6) have to be replaced
by indices π(1), · · · , π(K). [1] shows that DPC can achieve
maximum sum capacity in a MIMO broadcast channel.

V. SELECTION OF USER SET

In a broadcast channel with Nu > Nt users, the BS must
choose a subset of K users during each block for transmission.
The user selection algorithm should be as optimal as possible.
This section uses the maximum sum capacity criterion. It
selects users so as to maximise the sum of the user data rates in
a block. The paper considers only MISO broadcast channels.

The SU ORTH and SU SEMI(β) algorithms are similar in
that they are based on the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
procedure. At each step, one more user is added to the
currently selected user set. The algorithm SU ORTH is as
follows. At iteration i let Si be the set of included users and
Ti be the set of potential users that can be added to S i.

Step 1. Let i = 1, S0 = ∅, T0 = {1, · · · , Nu} and Gk(0) =
Hk, k = 1, · · · , Nu

Step 2. Find the next user to include. Let

σi = argmax
k∈Ti

‖Gk(i)‖ (7)

and update Si to Si−1 ∪ {σi}.
Step 3. For all k ∈ Ti/{σi} subtract from the vectors Gk(i)
the component in the direction of Gσi(i):

Gk(i + 1) = Gk(i) − Gk(i)Gσi(i)∗

‖Gσi(i)‖2
Gσi(i) (8)

Step 4. If i = Nt, the algorithm is terminated,
Else, i = i + 1, let Ti+1 = Ti/{σi} and go to step 2.

Algorithm SU SEMI(β) is similar to SU ORTH except that
in Step 4 the set Ti is pruned to remove those users which are
not orthogonal enough to the current selected user set S i. In
particular,

Ti+1 →
{

k ∈ Ti, k �= σi | |HkGσi(i)|
‖Hk‖ ‖Gσi(i)‖

< β

}
.

The parameter β is used to determine the degree of orthog-
onality the remaining users have to the currently selected
user. If β is small, a user has to be almost orthogonal to
be retained for the next iteration; if β = 1, all unallocated
users are retained. This helps to improve algorithm speed
by eliminating users that are unlikely to be selected. It also
assists ZF precoding since the selected users will be close to
orthogonal. Both SU ORTH and SU SEMI(β) produce lower
triangular decompositions of the channel matrix and are well
suited to DPC precoding.

Algorithm SU ZF aims to maximise sum-capacity by check-
ing through successively larger and larger zero-forcing channel
inversion matrices. Let C(S) denote the sum capacity achieved
by using zero forcing to the set of users, S.
Step 1. Let i = 1, S0 = ∅ and T0 = {1, · · · , Nu}.
Step 2. Find the next user to include: σi =
argmaxk∈Ti C({k} ∪ Si). Step 3. Check that the sum
capacity has not been reduced by adding another user. If
C({σi}∪Si) < C(Si) then do not add σi to Si and terminate
the algorithm;
Else: update Si to Si−1 ∪ {σi}, remove element σi from Ti

and let i → i + 1.
The exhaustive search algorithm is called SU EXH. It is

optimal but requires O(N Nt
u ) operations, which is computa-

tionly prohibitive for large Nu. The SU SIMPLE algorithm
just selects the Nt users with the largest receive powers.

A. Modifications of algorithms

When the above algorithms were tested (see Section VI-A)
it was found that the selected user set often had high chan-
nel powers. This motivated the search for algorithms which
could be computationally less expensive while still retaining
effectiveness. Motivated by the SU SEMI(β) algorithm to
reduce the size of the search sets, SIMPLE versions of the
SU ORTH and SU ZF algorithm were developed. They begin
by choosing a subset of the NI largest receive powers, where
NI = min(�γNt�, Nu) and γ ≥ 1 is a parameter that
determines how big to make the search subset. The SU ORTH
and SU ZF algorithms are then applied to this subset of NI

users, giving the following two algorithms: SU ORTH SIM:
which applies the SU ORTH algorithm to the subset of NI

users, and SU ZF SIM: which applies the SU ZF algorithm to
the subset of NI users. By excluding small power users only
a small loss of sum capacity should occur. The algorithm is
tuned by setting γ. In our simulations, it was set to 2.

VI. USER SELECTION SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Analysis of SUS Algorithm Inefficiences

Simulation tests were conducted to examine when the user
selection algorithms were optimal or when they were not. This
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was done by examining, on a case-by-case basis, the user
sets chosen for different channel matrices that were chosen
randomly. The study included the optimal solution found using
SU EXH. Some example results are shown in Tables I and II.
The simulation parameters were Nt = 3, Nu = 10, NI = 6
and SNR = 5 dB.

Often several of the algorithms were close to the optimal
solution. For ZF precoding, SU ZF was often close to optimal.
For DPC precoding, SU ORTH was often close to optimal.
However, when SU ORTH was applied to ZF precoding, there
were times when it was not close to optimal because the users
it chose were far from orthogonal. SU SEMI was found to
be sensitive to the tuning parameter, β. If it was too small,
capacity was reduced.

Particular cases where algorithms were suboptimal were:
• The optimal solution (SU EXH) did not have the

strongest user first and there was a lower power channel
that, when combined with another channel, gave better
performance (Table I).

• Sometimes an algorithm picked less than Nt channels
whereas the optimal solution used all Nt channels (Table
II). This can happen in SU SEMI(β) if β is small.

• At other times (not shown), the optimal solution used less
than Nt channels. It was better to allocate more power
to fewer channels. Algorithms such as SU ORTH may
suboptimal since they always allocate Nt users.

Asymptotically DPC and ZF are equally effective as the
number of users approaches infinity, because, as the number
of users increases, the chance of finding an orthogonal subset
of users increases in ZF [15].

Algorithm User set Sum capacity
SU ORTH 4 2 9 3.42485
SU SEMI(0.5) 4 2 5.34562
SU SEMI(0.2) 4 4.41491
SU ZF 4 5 5.48726
SU SIMPLE 4 9 2 3.42485
SU ORTH SIM 4 2 9 3.42485
SU ZF SIM 4 5 5.48726
SU EXH 5 4 5.48726

TABLE I

SELECTED USERS FOR ZF PRECODING. THE USER POWERS FOR USERS 1

TO 10 IS 1.425(1), 1.733(2), 1.206(3), 2.536(4), 1.496(5), 1.286(6),

1.693(7), 1.712(8), 1.858(9), 0.7348(10).

.
B. Comparison of Different User Selection Algorithms

Figures 1 and 2 compare total mean system capacity for
different user selection algorithms using ZF and the DPC pre-
coding, respectively. The simulation parameters are N t = 3,
Nu = 6, Nr = 1. SNR was varied between 2.5 dB and 20 dB.
For simplicity, no waterfilling is used. The two benchmarks are
the SU EXH and SU SIMPLE algorithms. For ZF precoding,
SU ZF gives the best results. SU ORTH gives less capacity.
SU ZF SIM also performs well. The poorest algorithm is
SU SEMI(0.2). For DPC the most efficient algorithms are
SU ORTH and SU SEMI(0.5). SU ORTH SIM also performs
reasonably well. SU SEMI(β) is sensitive to the value of β
used as can be seen by the results for SU SEMI(0.2) which

Algorithm User set Sum capacity
SU ORTH 8 4 3 5.28577
SU SEMI(0.5) 8 2 3 5.11315
SU SEMI(0.2) 8 3 4.62891
SU ZF 8 2 4.91354
SU SIMPLE 8 6 10 4.04607
SU ORTH SIM 8 4 2 5.04674
SU ZF SIM 8 2 4.91354
SU EXH 8 4 3 5.28577

TABLE II

SELECTED USERS FOR DPC PRECODING. THE USER POWERS FOR USERS 1

TO 10 IS 1.012(1), 1.502(2), 1.19(3), 1.649(4), 0.9513(5), 1.788(6),

1.27(7), 2.066(8), 1.181(9), 1.782(10).

.

are worse than rest. Surprisingly, the SU SIMPLE algorithm
does reasonably well in both cases.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of user selection algorithms with ZF precoding.

Simulations were conducted to determine an appropriate
value of γ for the modified algorithms Figure 3 shows how
capacity varies for the SU ORTH SIM and SU ZF SIM algo-
rithms as NI varies for different numbers of users (Nu =
10, 20, 30) with Nt = 3 and SNR = 5dB. In all cases,
γ = 3 was close to maximum (NI = Nu). To inves-

Select. Alg. DPC(2.5) ZF(2.5) DPC(20) ZF(20)
SU ORTH 0.1931 0.1877 0.1703 0.1698
SU SEMI(0.5) 0.2242 0.2208 0.2118 0.2118
SU SEMI(0.2) 0.3236 0.3201 0.3109 0.3109
SU ZF 0.236 0.2226 0.1708 0.1706
SU SIMPLE 0.2024 0.2052 0.1742 0.1742
SU ORTH SIM 0.1932 0.1893 0.1692 0.1687
SU ZF SIM 0.236 0.2226 0.1711 0.1705
SU EXH 0.2219 0.2234 0.169 0.1654

TABLE III

COEFF. OF VARIATION FOR USER SELECTION ALGORITHMS.

.

tigate the performance of the user selection algorithms on
schedulers, the algorithm variability was measured. Table III
shows how variability of the allocated rate varies with user
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Fig. 2. Comparison of user selection algorithms with DPC precoding.
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Fig. 3. Affect of NI on SU ORTH SIM and SU ZF SIM algorithms.

selection algorithm for SNR = 2.5 and 20 dB, N t = 3 and
Nu = 6. It shows the coefficient of variation of the allocated
rate to a user (= standard deviation of allocated rate/mean
allocated rate). At 2.5 dB, the most variable algorithms are
those which allocate variable numbers of users. In particular,
SU SEMI(0.2), SU ZF and SU ZF SIM. As SNR increases
variability decreases, with SU SEMI(β) being the most vari-
able.

VII. SCHEDULING

This section examines how the performance of schedulers
is affected by the choice of user selection algorithm and
precoding technique. The maximum rate scheduler attempts to
maximise the sum capacity and so maximise overall system
efficiency. However, users may be starved of capacity and
various schedulers employing fairness have been developed
to counter this problem. Two of these are the max-min fair
scheduler and proportional fair scheduler both of which are
a subclass of weighted alpha rule schedulers. For a scheduler
that needs to select a single user during each block from a set
of Nu users, the weighted alpha rule is given as:

k∗(t) = arg max
kε(1,··· ,Nu)

{
wk

rk(t)
r̃k(t − 1)α

}
. (9)

This selects user k∗(t) in block t as the user that maximises the
weighted ratio, with weight wk, of the achievable current rate
rk(t) to the α’th power of the estimated average rate r̃k(t−1).
The parameter α determines fairness. If α = 0, then there is no
fairness and the scheduler picks the best channel user, giving
the maximum rate policy. The case α = 1 represents the pro-
portional fair scheduling rule. The case α → ∞ gives the max-
min fairness policy. The estimated mean throughput, r̃k(t), is
usually updated as r̃k(t) � (1 − 1

tc
r̃k(t − 1) + 1

tc
rk(t)1k(t),

where tc is the exponential filtering time constant and 1k(t) is
the indicator function, which is 1 if the scheduler picks user
k at slot t and 0 otherwise. The weighted alpha rule policy
can be extended to selecting K multiple users at a time as
follows. Define SK to be a subset of K users from the set of
all possible users, S. The multi-user weighted alpha rule can
be defined as

S∗
K(t) = arg max

SK

∑
k∈SK

{
wk

rk(t)
r̃k(t − 1)α

}
(10)

where S∗
K is the selected subset. The multiuser weighted

alpha rule scheduling algorithm can be incorporated into
the user selection algorithms as follows. Define bk(t) =
wkrk(t)/r̃k(t−1)α. The sum in Eq. (10) can be maximised by
finding the K largest values of bkrk (suppressing the argument
t). The user selection algorithm can be modified to obtain these
values k by modifying Eq. (7) to compute the rate to user k
rk = log2(1 + ‖hk‖Pk) , k ∈ Ti and then letting σi be the
index of k that maximises bk(t)rk(t).

The weighted alpha rule is a trade-off between efficiency
and fairness. Write the term in brackets in Eq. (9) as

rk(t)
r̃k(t − 1)α

=
(

rk(t)
r̃k(t − 1)

)α

rk(t)1−α . (11)

The first term on the right can be interpreted as the fairness
to power α and the second term as efficiency to power 1−α.
Fairness and efficiency can be traded off by varying α. The
rule can also be interpreted as one that reduces variability in
the allocation of capacity. Write the fairness term as

rk(t)
r̃k(t − 1)

= 1 +
rk(t) − r̃k(t − 1)

r̃k(t − 1)
. (12)

The second term on the right is a measure of the deviation
of the capacity to be allocated. Reduction in variability can
reduce scheduler queue lengths.

VIII. SCHEDULER SIMULATION RESULTS

Figures 4 and 5 show how total system mean capacity
varies with the number of users for ZF and DPC precoding,
respectively. In the case of ZF precoding, SU ZF does well,
as it is based on optimising zero forcing precoders. SU ORTH
does well in DPC but not as well in ZF. SU SEMI(β) does well
in both DPC and ZF, provided β is large enough. SU SIMPLE
does not do well in ZF but surprising, again, does reasonably
well in DPC. The modified algorithms SU ORTH SIM and
SU ZF both performed close to their unmodified versions.
SU EXH was not simulated due to the long simulation times
required for large numbers of users.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of different user selection algorithms with DPC.

To examine the impact of algorithm variability on scheduler
performance a low variability algorithm (SU ORTH) and a
high variability algorithm (SU SEMI(0.6)) were simulated
with a weighted alpha rule simulator using DPC precoding.
Fairness was also varied by varying α. An arrival rate of 5
units/block was used and the mean allocated capacity, mean
queue size in the scheduler and variability of the allocated
capacity recorded as α was varied between 0 and 1. (N t = 3,
Nu = 6 and SNR = 5 dB.) Figure 6 shows that the high
variability server has a larger mean queue size. Although the
mean rate for SU SEMI(0.6) was lower, this was not enough
to explain the difference. The system loads for α = 0 were
0.844373 (SU ORTH) and 0.856473 (SU SEMI(0.6)). This
would lead to an increase in queue size of 8.43% but the queue
size is 35.9 % larger. The increased mean queue size is due to
the higher variability of the SU SEMI(0.6) algorithm. Figure 6
also shows the effect of increasing α on reducing mean queue
size. Despite the slight decrease in capacity there is significant
reduction in variability, caused by allocating resources more
evenly, that mean queue size reduces significantly.

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper examined current user selection algorithms for
wireless broadcast channels. It compared the performance of
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Fig. 6. Trade-off between efficiency (α = 0) and fairness (α = 1).

the algorithms, identified situations where they were subopti-
mal and developed modifications to reduce computation time
without reducing effectiveness. The modifications were tested
and suggestions for setting parameters made. The paper inves-
tigated the variability of the algorithms and the impact of this
on scheduler performance. Future work will involve analytical
assessment of the modified algorithms and extending the work
to users with multiple receive antennas.
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